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Love and relationship, romance and intimacy...everybody wants it, but it seems just the select
few get it.s Why Men Marry Bitches is a sharp-witted manifesto that shows women how to
transform a casual relationship into a committed one. Never shy and usually laugh-out-noisy
funny, Sherry Argov’Dating can feel like a get in touch with sport and modern mating rituals
can be not possible to decode, with small consensus on the guidelines of engagement and
both sides tired of the game. *How can she convince him dedication was his idea? Pleased
you asked…s an intelligent woman looking for a devoted relationship to accomplish?s
emotional buttons? *How can she invite a proposal without saying a word? Greater than a selfhelp manual, that is a life skills handbook that men and women can relate with, whether
single, recently courting, lately separated or prepared to embark on another level of
commitment in a current relationship. Going directly to the foundation in candid interviews,
she shares an enlightening look into the psychology of the male brain. Insightful, empowering
and hysterical, this indispensable information will reveal in honest fine detail: *How do guys
manipulate a romantic relationship to keep it informal? *Do men deliberately force ladies’ With
the grittiest of girlfriend-to-girlfriend confidence, Argov removes a child gloves (knocking off
your rose-colored glasses in the process) and explains why being extra good won’ What’t
necessarily get you that wedding you’ve always dreamed of, and is more likely a sure way to
disappointment. Why Males Marry Bitches will reveal how exactly to set healthful boundaries,
embrace your independence and take charge of your happiness, so that you exude the kind
of sexy confidence which will win his center and get the like, respect, and loving relationship
you deserve.
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